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Galileo Magnetometer
Measurements: A Stronger Case
for a Subsurface Ocean at Europa

Margaret G. Kivelson,* Krishan K. Khurana, Christopher T. Russell,
Martin Volwerk, Raymond J. Walker, Christophe Zimmer

On 3 January 2000, the Galileo spacecraft passed close to Europa when it was
located far south of Jupiter’s magnetic equator in a region where the radial
component of the magnetospheric magnetic field points inward toward Jupiter.
This pass with a previously unexamined orientation of the external forcing field
distinguished between an induced and a permanent magnetic dipole moment
model of Europa’s internal field. The Galileo magnetometer measured changes
in the magnetic field predicted if a current-carrying outer shell, such as a
planet-scale liquid ocean, is present beneath the icy surface. The evidence that
Europa’s field varies temporally strengthens the argument that a liquid ocean
exists beneath the present-day surface.

Europa, one of the icy moons of Jupiter, may
have a layer of liquid water beneath its sur-
face. Features of Europa’s tortured surface
revealed by Galileo’s imaging system may
have formed as its surface ice stretched,
broke, and rearranged itself while floating on
a watery subsurface sea (1–4). But even if
water shaped the surface we see today, it may
have frozen hundreds of thousands of years
ago. Those searching for possible abodes of
life elsewhere in the solar system would like
to know whether water exists beneath the
surface at the present epoch.

In the initial report (5), the magnetic per-
turbations measured on Galileo’s first pass by
Europa were characterized as the signature of
an internal dipole moment. The Galileo mag-
netometer team subsequently reported (6, 7)
that many features of their data on close
passes by Europa in 1996 and 1998 can be
modeled as the electromagnetic response to
Jupiter’s time-varying magnetospheric mag-
netic field if a layer of electrically conducting
material exists near Europa’s surface. Al-
though the dominant, southward-oriented
magnetic field imposed by Jupiter’s magne-
tosphere at Europa’s position is about con-
stant, the projection of the magnetospheric
field into Europa’s equatorial plane varies
with the synodic period ( Jupiter’s rotation
period, 11.2 hours as seen from Europa) and

has a mean value close to zero. Such a time-
varying magnetic field, referred to as the
primary field, can drive inductive currents
through an electrical conductor. Inductive
currents, in turn, generate a secondary field,
whose source can be represented as a time-

varying magnetic dipole moment lying in
Europa’s equatorial plane with an orientation
approximately antiparallel to the instanta-
neous orientation of the primary field (8, 9).
If one models Europa as an idealized, highly
conducting sphere (conductivity .. 1 S m21)
of radius 1 RE (radius of Europa 5 1560 km)
and if the primary field (Bx(t), By(t), Bz) is
uniform over the scale of Europa, then the
components (10) of the induced magnetic
moment (M) are 21/2(Bx(t), By(t),0) in mag-
netic field units, implying that at the surface
of Europa, the radial components of the in-
duced field and the time-varying primary
field cancel. Table 1 gives values of this
idealized induced dipole moment at the time
of closest approach (labeled “Ind”) and other
key parameters of all Europa passes for
which the magnetometer acquired data (E4,
E11, E12, E14, E15, E17, E19, and E26). We
shall focus hereafter only on passes that came
within 2000 km of Europa’s surface (E4,
E12, E14, E19, and E26) for which the sig-
natures of internal sources can have ampli-
tudes large enough to be clearly detected
(11).

The idealized induction model is consis-
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Table 1. Idealized induced dipole moment at closest approach and key parameters of Europa passes.
Fitted int, fitted interval; Mag lat and SIII long, System III latitude and longitude; CA, closest approach
above Europa’s surface; Europa lat and E-long, Europacentric latitude and longitude measured eastward;
Bf, best-fit (or measured) dipole model; Ind, induced dipole model.

E4 E11 E12 E14

Date 19 December 1996 6 November 1997 16 December 1997 29 March 1998
Fitted int (UT) 06:32–07:10 20:30–21:00 11:45–12:15 13:05–13:40
Mag lat (°) 6.5 8.7 –0.8 9.2
SIII long (°) 157 223 118 184
CA altitude (km) 688 2039 196 1649
Europa lat (°) –1.6 26 –8.6 12
Europa E-long (°) 322 219 134 131

BF Ind BF Ind BF Ind BF Ind
Mx (nT) 8 –27 –7 21 –61 –39 –16 –5
M y (nT) 97 88 –25 96 14 16 160 108
Mz (nT) –52 0 –122 0 392 0 167 0

E15 E17 E19 E26

Date 31 May 1998 26 September 1998 1 February 1999 3 January 2000
Fitted int (UT) 21:12–21:30 03:40–04:20 02:00–02:38 17:45–18:15
Mag lat (°) –0.5 3.8 4.8 –9.6
SIII long (°) 293 138 256 2
CA altitude (km) 2519 3588 1444 373
Europa lat (°) 14.9 –42.5 31.0 –46.4
Europa E-long (°) 225 220 29 83

BF Ind BF Ind BF Ind BF Ind
Mx (nT) –65 33 152 –38 108 33 –42 11
M y (nT) –107 –18 269 47 –12 39 –126 –104
Mz (nT) –278 0 –496 0 192 0 83 0
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tent with the orientation and the magnitude of
the equatorial dipole moment observed on the
close Europa passes on Galileo’s fourth and
fourteenth orbits around Jupiter (referred to
as E4 and E14; data plotted in Figs. 1 and 2).

Although measurements from the E4 and
E14 passes were consistent with perturba-
tions arising from inductive currents, one
could not exclude the possibility that a per-
manent dipole moment tilted toward the y
axis was the source of the observed magnetic
perturbations. Both passes occurred in Jupi-
ter’s northern magnetic hemisphere at times
when the magnetospheric field at Europa
pointed away from Jupiter and therefore the
induced dipole moment pointed toward Jupi-
ter. However, an induced equatorial dipole
moment changes orientation and amplitude
over a synodic period in a predictable man-
ner. Consequently, a flyby in the southern
magnetospheric hemisphere in the opposite
phase of the driving signal would test the
validity of the model by determining whether
Europa’s inferred magnetic moment is or is
not variable. The inset in Fig. 3 shows the
variation of the x and y components of Jupi-
ter’s magnetospheric field at Europa over a
synodic period (12). Also marked are the
values of these components at closest ap-
proach to Europa for the passes at altitudes
,2000 km. The E26 encounter (3 January
2000) (see data plotted in Fig. 4) was de-
signed to occur when Europa was in the
southern magnetospheric hemisphere and the
driving field was almost 180° out of phase
with its value on the E4 and E14 passes. In
this situation, Europa’s equatorial dipole mo-
ment would point away from Jupiter if it were
induced but would remain pointing toward
Jupiter if it were quasi-static.

The best-fit dipole moment (13) and the
idealized induced dipole moment track
each other relatively closely and represent
the changes on the scale of Europa’s diam-
eter. (Table 1 provides the components of
these dipole moments for all passes.) In
contrast, the signature that would have been
observed on E26 if the dipole moment had
been that fitted to the E4 data (moment
pointing toward Jupiter) is at variance with
the measurements. This reveals unambigu-
ously that the orientation of the equatorial
dipole moment changed.

Although the modeled signature of an in-
ductive dipole moment tracks the data (Figs. 1,
2, and 4) fairly well, there are discrepancies. By
understanding how plasma currents contribute
to the field perturbations, one can identify the
components that reveal most about the internal
sources of the magnetic perturbations. The ef-
fect of currents coupling Europa’s environment
to Jupiter’s ionosphere, referred to as Alfvén
wing currents, are well understood (14, 15).
These currents roughly align with the back-
ground field north and south of Europa, and
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Fig. 1. Magnetometer data in the EphiO (10) coordinate system (three components and the field
magnitude in nT ) from pass E4 on 19 December 1996 plotted against spacecraft event time in UT for
a range of ;4 RE from Europa’s center. The solid curves are data points. The slowly changing thin curves,
obtained from a polynomial fit to the field components measured before and after the encounter,
represent the background field without Europa perturbations. The dotted curves are predictions from
the induced dipole model without plasma effects. The heavy solid curves are the least squares fits to a
tilted dipole moment, referred to in the text as the measured magnetic moment.
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they close through Europa or its ionosphere and
through currents produced by ionization of neu-
tral species in the surrounding plasma. The
Alfvén wing currents bend the background field
in the direction of the flow and the closure
currents affect the field magnitude near Europa,
increasing it upstream and decreasing it down-
stream. Bending produces a negative change in

Bx north of Europa and a positive change south
of Europa. The field may also bulge around
Europa producing perturbations in By, which
are generally smaller than those in Bx. Away
from Europa’s equator (Table 1), the Alfvén
wing perturbation may contaminate the signa-
ture of internal sources in the x and y compo-
nents of the field. It may also produce fluctua-

tions of the field components comparable in
magnitude to the perturbations estimated for an
idealized induced response over distances
shorter than 1 RE [e.g., E26, Fig. 4; E12, Web
fig. 1 (16); and E19, Web fig. 2 (16)]. Howev-
er, on near equatorial passes (E4 and E14),
Alfvén wing currents contribute little to Bx or
By but do affect Bz. Fortunately, near the equa-
tor, an induced dipole moment (which lies in
the x-y plane) contributes only to the Bx and By

components. Thus, the close correspondence
between the model and the data for these com-
ponents on the low-latitude passes is meaning-
ful. Away from the equator (passes E19 and
E26), all components (but particularly Bx) may
be affected by Alfvén wing currents. For exam-
ple, Bx is modified by the negative (positive)
contribution of the Alfvén wing bendback on
the E19 pass north of the equator (E26 pass
south of the equator). This accounts for part of
the discrepancy between the data and the in-
duced field model [Fig. 4 and Web fig. 2 (16)].
Pass E12 occurred close to the center of the
jovian current sheet, where exceptionally strong
pickup produced unexpectedly large perturba-
tions over many RE (the field near closest ap-
proach was double the background field in
magnitude). The large error of fit to a dipole
moment (Fig. 3) reveals that currents external to
Europa dominate these measurements.

Because My is the largest component of the
induced (time-varying) magnetic moment and
the one least modified by plasma effects for the
low latitudes passes, we focus on its measured
values. The measured My and the My from the
induced field model vary in phase with each
other if the dipole moments are produced by
induction. Figure 3 shows that the modeled and
measured moments track one another within
experimental uncertainty. The critical aspect of
Fig. 3 is that if the dipole moment were perma-
nent, the measured My on E26 would have been
the same as it was on E4 and E14 within the
uncertainty of the data fits; it would have ap-
peared in the upper left quadrant instead of the
lower left quadrant, as predicted by the induc-
tive model.

Europa’s response to the changing mag-
netic field at its orbit (inset to Fig. 3) has been
modeled as that of a perfectly conducting
sphere responding to a uniform time-varying
primary field. Alfvén wing perturbations are
also time varying but their nonuniform struc-
ture contributes only to internal spherical har-
monics of higher than dipole order (17).
Nonetheless, there is harmonic aliasing in
any fit to data acquired along a spacecraft
trajectory rather than everywhere on a closed
surface. Alfvén wing currents do, therefore,
contribute to the best-fit dipole moment.

A spherical shell conductor with 1 RE

outer radius would produce nearly the same
signature as a sphere of the same size for
sufficiently high conductivity (7). For exam-
ple (18, 19), the amplitude of the response of
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a spherical shell of ;7.5-km depth below
Europa’s surface and a conductivity of 2.75 S
m21 for Earth’s oceans (20) would be 90%
that of a highly conducting sphere with a
phase lag relative to the primary field of 25°.
The amplitudes of the induced magnetic mo-
ment for E4, E14, and E26 would be reduced
by the phase lag (21). If the ocean were
thicker, but still close to the surface, or if the
conductivity were higher, the phase lag
would decrease, and the amplitude of the
response would increase.

On passes E4, E12, E14, E19, and E26,
currents induced by the time-varying primary
field in a Europan ionosphere may contribute
to the magnetic perturbation. Elsewhere (18),
we have calculated the signature of induced
currents flowing above the surface, close to
Galileo’s trajectory, in a conducting shell of
larger than 1 RE radius. Based on the mea-
sured ionospheric density and scale height
(22) and measured (23) or modeled (24) at-
mospheric properties, we find that ionospher-
ic currents fail to account for the observations
by an order of magnitude.

The case for a subsurface electrical con-
ductor on a planetary-wide scale passed the
test of the E26 flyby with flying colors. Al-
though the electrically conducting layer need
not be salty water, water is the most probable
medium on Europa. Geological evidence has
been interpreted as consistent with surface
effects of subsurface liquid water, but the
defining features could have been formed in
the distant past. The magnetometer result
makes it likely that liquid water persists in the
present epoch.
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Molecular Analysis of Plant
Migration and Refugia in the

Arctic
Richard J. Abbott,1* Lisa C. Smith,1 Richard I. Milne,1

Robert M. M. Crawford,1 Kirsten Wolff,1,2 Jean Balfour1

The arctic flora is thought to have originated during the late Tertiary, approx-
imately 3 million years ago. Plant migration routes during colonization of the
Arctic are currently unknown, and uncertainty remains over where arctic plants
survived Pleistocene glaciations. A phylogenetic analysis of chloroplast DNA
variation in the purple saxifrage (Saxifraga oppositifolia) indicates that this
plant first occurred in the Arctic in western Beringia before it migrated east and
west to achieve a circumpolar distribution. The geographical distribution of
chloroplast DNA variation in the species supports the hypothesis that, during
Pleistocene glaciations, some plant refugia were located in the Arctic as well
as at more southern latitudes.

Throughout much of the Tertiary, the Arctic
supported continuous forests (1, 2). Only to-
ward the end of this period does fossil evi-
dence show that certain present-day arctic
plants were established and widely distribut-
ed in the Arctic, although extensive areas of
lowland tundra were absent (3, 4). Many
arctic plants are thought to have originated in
the high mountain ranges of central Asia and
North America (1, 5, 6), to have spread
northward to the Arctic as global tempera-
tures fell in the late Tertiary, and to have
achieved a circumpolar distribution by the
late Tertiary to early Pleistocene (5). Howev-
er, phytogeographic and fossil evidence to
support these proposals is either lacking or

fragmentary. Consequently, the migration
routes followed by plants during the early
colonization of the Arctic remain unknown.

During the Pleistocene, the distribution
and ranges of arctic plants were greatly af-
fected by the advance and retreat of ice
sheets, and it was initially supposed that their
survival depended on migration southward,
ahead of advancing ice sheets (7). However,
since the discovery that large parts of the
Arctic and Subarctic in northwest America
and eastern Siberia (i.e., Beringia) were never
glaciated (5, 8, 9), these northern areas are
also thought to have served as important refu-
gia for arctic plants during Pleistocene glaci-
ations (5).

We surveyed chloroplast DNA (cpDNA)
variation throughout a large part of the dis-
tribution of the circumpolar arctic-alpine
plant, Saxifraga oppositifolia (purple saxi-
frage). This is a long-lived, perennial, herba-
ceous, and outcrossing plant (10) that is dis-
tributed throughout the Arctic and in moun-
tain ranges to the south (11). Both diploid and
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